CASE STUDY
your data our business

A SYNETO STORAGE SOLUTION

LIC Packaging meets future space
requirements, gains scalability, reduces
hardware expenses and gains true
Disaster Recovery with Syneto Storage
Solution delivered by

The Highlights
Industry
Packaging production

The Problem
An unreliable data security
system, costly legacy
hardware, no scalability for
future data growth, and a
hardware RAID that creates
many difficulties.

Customer Profile
LIC currently employs over 170
people on a 37.000 sq.m.
facility. The company uses the
latest high-quality offset and flex
printing technologies to produce:

The Solution

Lavorazione Imballi Cartone
(LIC) has its origins in 1952 when
the Bertoldo family opens a
printing shop in Verolanuova on
the Brescian plains. The 1960s
saw the company evolve and
expand production in to
cardboard packages.

A high-tech 24TB storage
solution that includes
efficiency features for more
space. Scalability for future
growth.Virtualise the servers
and replicate Backups offsite
to achieve true Disaster
Recovery.

LIC became a joint stock
company in 1998 and entered a
strategic partnership with SAICA
international, an important
Spanish paper making group. In
2002 LIC becomes a member
of TPN, the European group of
companies involved in packaging.

•• cartons

•• packaging
•• wrap-arounds
•• counter displays
•• floor displays

The Problem
Unreliable data security

As data volumes continue to
grow, so does the importance of
keeping it safe. The price of
loosing data in the modern
business environment can’t be
overstated. LIC was facing this
exact peril with no solid data
security solution that could
insure inconsistent backups could
not occur.
Accommodating data growth

LIC’s existing infrastructure was
at peak capacity and had reached
the end of it’s sustainable life.

The company needed a new data
storage solution that achieved
greater levels of efficiency, was
easier to configure and manage
and could accommodate their
current space requirements.
No scalability for future
expansion

Expanding their existing legacy
hardware infrastructure proved
impossible due to the
unjustified expenses this involved.
More importantly though, the old
solution didn’t achieve the high
level of scalability that ensures

future data growth can be
accommodated easily and
inexpensively.
Costly, inefficient legacy
RAID controller

LIC’s existing data storage
infrastructure was based on
hardware RAID controllers that
are expensive and time
consuming to maintaing, upgrade
or repair. This type of
arrangement also caused a loss
of profit due to frequent planned
and unplanned downtimes.

The Solution
Fast Backups and Replication
for secure data

To solve their data security
dilemma, LIC opted for a 24TB
Syneto Unified Storage solution.
This means they can benefit from
the suite of Disaster Recovery
features that ensure complete
data safety with fast incremental
scheduled Backups. To further
improve the system’s redundancy,
a second Syneto Storage was
placed offsite at one of LIC’s
subsidiaries. All Backups are
Replicated incrementally to this
second machine and ensures all
data is usable even if something
happens at the main site.

Flexible and scalable storage
to meet growth

The Syneto Storage Operating
System let’s LIC easily expand
storage capacity at any loin in the
future by just adding more disks.
It also feature a number of
Storage Efficiency feature like
Data Compression,
Thin Provisioning and
Deduplication that mean LIC can
store more of their data for the
same space penalty.
Virtualise servers for true
Disaster Recovery

All of LIC’s 10 servers were
virtualised with Syneto Storage’s
VMware Integration feature to
remove the need for expensive
physical servers. By virtualising its

servers, LIC can benefit form a
true Disaster Recovery scheme
that makes backsups and protects
all their data, files and virtual
servers.
Replace problematic RAID
with RAIDz

The expensive and unreliable
traditional hardware RAID was
replaced with Syneto’s ZFS
software RAIDz. This achieved
the desired cost and maintenance
reduction without loosing any of
the redundancy provided by this
system. With RAIDz,
reconfiguring the level of
system-wide redundancy
becomes and easy and pain free
endeavour.

The LIC Packaging network diagram

“We’ve overcome
the obstacles of
traditional storage
systems. With this
solution we’re
managing our
storage flexibly and
efficiently. From an
economic
standpoint, it’s a
win”
Piero Bertoldo | CEO

Solution Components
••Syneto Unified Storage 24TB
••Syneto Unified Storage 24 TB
••VMware integration feature
••Active Directory integration feature
••Backup & Replication feature
••Storage Efficiency: Dedupe., Compression, Thin Provisioning

About Syneto

Solutions
Syneto Storage can help you meet any data related goals within your
organization:

Here’s why Syneto is such a
reliable partner:

Data Archiving

Consolidate Data Storage

Deployment in 15 minutes

Data Backup & Recovery

Virtualize with VMware

Simple to use systems

Efficiency & Availability

High Availability Cluster

Great Tech. Support

Personal Data Cloud

Provide Cloud Services

Automatic updates

Accelerate CAD Projects

Windows Storage

No hidden fees

www.syneto.net
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